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ACROSS 

 

1 Distracting behaviour inappropriate in church - is enough to get put out (13) 

12 Navy caught in a tidal wave behaved out of current fashion (6) 

13 Reporter, not formerly prudent, showing change of heart (6) 

14 Repaired line gradually less good, in a mild way (9) 

15 Story about disease almost half ignored? Only men interested here (8, 2 words) 

16 Phoenix, with time, shows cost of burning (6) 

18 Remained restricted to Independent, replacing article in German paper (7) 

23 Fundamental badly recalled by composer (7) 

24 American plant - there's zero found in wild (6) 

25 Nonsense about tree being cut down for headgear (8) 

29 All confused about doctor's attempt to secure alcoholic drink (9) 

30 Working with scornful humour, not positioned for considering dreams (6) 

31 Chemical having isotropy right and left primarily this? (6) 

32 Quantity of film recalled amongst odd kinky actor's collection of things (13)  

 

DOWN 

 

1 College beer group in disagreement heating things up (11) 

2 Hint of suspicion in fake blouse (6) 

3 Poet's attempted and located affectionate background to Paris (4) 

4 Arrangement of sails requires lot around ship (7) 

5 English accepting monarch's unknown intensity (6) 

6 I'm set up to invest in various charities supporting unmarried couples? (11) 

7 Nothing square about lecturer checking websites? (6) 

8 Evangelical to limit women's affairs in general (4) 

9 Levantine is one tragic character, on reflection (7) 

10 Note unpleasant old refuse (4) 

11 Disentangled legal nicety in terms of heredity (11) 

17 Gosh! This contains rivers of tree gum (7) 

19 Weak fool (7) 

20 Cold pub, incomplete without a privy (6) 

21 Woman spoils area of ground (6) 

22 One in eight beginning to worry between rounds in pub (6) 

26 Hindu god keeping anger bottled up (4) 

27 Sound of gun ship (4) 

28 Filipino keeps low around King (4) 

 


